Greetings to all abroad & in USA. My heartfelt thanks to all for the outpouring of support, solidarity & words of encouragement.

As this year begins - I reflect upon the many trials & tribulations in the world. Human rights, animal rights, the basic principles of human decency & the many struggles that exist.

Being faced with ones mortality can be overwhelming at times... I've always expressed its best to take life on the row or when faced with death - One day at a time.

Especially as the clock ticks away time, with no deadline ahead, years, decades pass. Exostential distress moments happen to us all in these difficult times, in the face of adversity.

This Ole' Cowboy will continue to Two Step around the edge of the abyss. Its very much like a dance & the final set lays ahead... let the band play!

As the Cowboy rides away into the sunset...

    Ya'll come back now ya hear!

    My doors always open to all.

    Go With GOD, Bless you all.

    Peace, Love, Light & Solidarity,

    Chuck